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Dora Lutz took her very first job out of college (managing truck drivers) based

simply on the following note in the job description: “This job has the ability to

make a difference in the lives of others.” Sold. 

 

It was in part because of (and also in-spite of) this first job that Dora devoted

herself to understanding how business makes a positive difference in the world.

Since starting her own business, Dora has authored The Aspirational Business,

chaired the Global Council for the United Nations IMPACT 2030 program, created

the course Business Planning for Social Entrepreneurs at Purdue University and

consulted with hundreds of business leaders on the ways small businesses and

Fortune 500 companies alike can drive profit and make a positive difference in the

world.

A B O U T  D O R A

"Dora is a knowledge powerhouse.  Dora sees what's coming and is able

to communicate why that is important to the rest of us. Best of all, she's

got a contagious energy that gets everyone in the room geared up and

excited."

- Andrea Brummett, REDDE HR

"Dora helped me better understand the concept of social responsibility.

Her outlook and insight regarding what it means to truly be socially

responsible is a truly powerful perspective that all should understand".

 - Brian Schroeder, Preventia

Learn More and Book Dora Today at 
www.Giving-Spring.com

 
Dora's unique framework clearly outlines the ways Aspirational Businesses can support innovation, smooth

change management, drive employee engagement, decrease risk, strengthen customer loyalty.    In short: the way

businesses can drive profit AND make the world a better place.

T E S T I M O N I A L S



"As an event planner for the last 20 years, I have worked with hundreds  of speakers and
I've seen it all. Working with Dora is so easy and we always get great reviews for her.
She's fun, smart, down-to-earth, flexible - all things a planner wants in a speaker. I

would recommend her to any group." -  Jennifer George, Indiana Chamber of Commerce.

INNOVATION FOR
THE GREATER GOOD

Perfect for employees at any level, Dora will use the

Sustainable Development Goals as a jumping off point

to discuss innovation, employee engagement and

customer loyalty. 

 

Filled with meaningful examples, case studies and calls

to action, audiences will feel inspired to consider how

their work can make an impact in the world.   

CHANGE THE WORLD,
DRIVE PROFIT.

Designed for leaders in for-profit businesses, this talk

explains how considering social impact drives the bottom

line while making the world a better place.   

 

Participants will learn how to use the Aspirational

Business Model to take action within their

own organizations.

 

www.g iv ing -spr ing .com
LinkedIn/ in/dora lutz

@DoraLutz
317-331-1749
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